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ACTIVITY 1

The Internet is the most popular source of language samples. However, there are many other 
ways to learn English! This activity will push you to explore other sources of samples.

Read each task below. Think about the samples you would need to complete the task. Then, 
find a sample source to get the information you require - the internet, a print sample (book, 
magazine, etc.), a broadcast media sample (TV show, movie, etc.), or a person. You must use 
each type of sample at least once.

You’re a graphic designer,  and 
your assignment is to  create a 
logo featuring an inuksuk.

You work at a garden centre, 
and your boss wants you to 
prepare a presentation for 
customers about the proper 
care of crocuses.

Your French-Canadian friend is 
having a party, and wants  to 
know if you can help her by 
making a tortiere.

A local magazine is accepting 
submissions for a Viator 
poem-writing contest.

You want to submit a business
proposal to open a shop.

Your workplace has put you in 
charge of organizing a company
outing.

      Internet          Print         Media         People
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ACTIVITY 2

Review the goal you set last week. Do you still want to pursue this goal? If not, create a new 
one!

Once you have a clear goal, search for samples you can use to achieve your goal. Be sure to use 
a variety of sources.

Your goal:

Samples:

 Sample 1:

  Source:            Features:
   internet    media         vocabulary    pronunciation
   print          people          grammar       culture

 Sample 2:

  Source:            Features:
   internet    media         vocabulary    pronunciation
   print          people          grammar       culture

 Sample 3:

  Source:            Features:
   internet    media         vocabulary    pronunciation
   print          people          grammar       culture

 Sample 4:

  Source:            Features:
   internet    media         vocabulary    pronunciation
   print          people          grammar       culture


